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Abstract
Within the climate science community, useable climate science has been understood as 
quantitative, usually as a best estimate together with a quantified uncertainty. Physical 
scientists are trained to produce numbers and to draw general, abstract conclusions. In 
general, however, people relate much better to stories and to events they have experienced, 
which are inevitably contingent and particular. Sheila Jasanoff has argued elsewhere that 
the process of abstraction in climate science “detaches knowledge from meaning”. Per-
haps useable climate science is, then, meaningful climate science. We argue here that 
the development of meaningful climate science can be achieved by adopting a storyline 
approach to climate variability and change. By ‘storyline’ we mean a physically self-
consistent unfolding of past events or of plausible future events or pathways. Storylines 
represent a combination of qualitative and quantitative information, where the qualita-
tive element represents a packaging or contextualization of the quantitative aspects, which 
ensures that data can be meaningfully interpreted. Viewed from this perspective, we show 
that physical climate storylines can be aligned with several well-established vehicles for 
translation of knowledge between diverse communities: narratives, boundary objects, and 
data journeys. They can therefore be used as a ‘pidgin language’ to enrich the set of tools 
available to climate scientists to bring meaning to climate knowledge.

“And what is the use of a book”, thought Alice, “without pictures or conversations?” 
(Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland).
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1 Introduction

There is a widely acknowledged gap between the production and use of information 
about climate change (Kirchhoff et al. 2013; Nissan et al. 2019; Hewitt et al. 2020). The 
gap is apparent in the disconnect between the existential nature of the dangers posed by 
climate change for human and natural systems (which, without action, will keep get-
ting worse; there is no known self-limiting mechanism) and the general inadequacy of 
actions being taken both to mitigate the severity of climate change and to adapt to its 
consequences. There has long been a call for ‘useable’ (or sometimes ‘actionable’) cli-
mate science in order to overcome the gap (Lubchenco 1998; Meinke et al. 2006; see 
Coen 2021, this issue, for some historical perspective), yet the gap remains. From the 
climate science perspective, useable climate science is usually interpreted as quantita-
tive, typically as a best estimate with quantified, probabilistic uncertainties. Much effort 
goes into the production of information of this type (e.g. IPCC 2018). This is not sur-
prising, since such a format is the generally accepted form of scientific information.

There has been a growing critique of this perspective, from at least two directions. One 
is that the uncertainties involved in the response of the climate system to anthropogenic 
forcing are sufficiently deep that they cannot be reliably quantified in a probabilistic way 
(Dessai and Hulme 2004). The uncertainties are even deeper when one considers the role 
of the human or natural environment, which is an essential element in the consideration 
of climate impacts. Representation of uncertainty as an ‘error bar’ then inevitably leads to 
wide error bars (Herrando-Pérez et al. 2019). This can convey a lack of knowledge when 
what scientists are interpreting as an objective measure of uncertainty (reliability, i.e. likely 
to capture the true value) is interpreted by users as a subjective measure of uncertainty 
(informativeness, i.e. confidence in the result) (Kahneman and Tversky 1982; Løhre et al. 
2019).

A second critique is that science is about abstraction and generalization, and the process 
of abstraction and generalization, even if it was reliable, detaches knowledge from meaning 
(Jasanoff 2010). Partly this is because humans generally do not parse probabilistic informa-
tion very well (Budescu et al. 2012; Sutherland 2013), and partly it is because the process 
of aggregation over similar but nevertheless distinguishable (and non-exchangeable) enti-
ties necessarily removes potentially crucial information about those entities (Cartwright 
1999). By creating a gulf between knowledge and meaning, the users of climate infor-
mation are unable to participate in the quality assessment that is so crucial when system 
uncertainties are deep and the stakes are high (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1993).

The need to address both critiques has led to the development of so-called ‘sto-
ryline’ approaches to climate information (Shepherd et al. 2018), which prioritize plau-
sibility and self-consistency over probability, and informativeness over reliability. Such 
approaches have a long pedigree in climate-change science; for example, the landmark 
Charney report (NRC 1979) employed it out of necessity because at that time there were 
only two climate models available for analysis. However, as the number of climate mod-
els has increased, the probabilistic approach has become normative (e.g. IPCC 2018). 
Storyline approaches are also the natural perspective in dynamical meteorology and 
weather science, and the causal factors behind the summer 2003 European heatwave 
were discussed in detail by Black et al. (2004) from this perspective. Yet the probabilis-
tic approach of Stott et al. (2004) to the same event, which ignored all those factors and 
targeted a much weaker, coarse-grained ‘event’ of only 1.6 C above the mean (to avoid 
selection bias), has now become the dominant approach in extreme event attribution (van 
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Oldenborgh et al. 2021), to the extent of being the basis for a prototype operational cli-
mate service.1

We adopt the (physical climate) storyline definition in Shepherd et al. (2018) of “a phys-
ically self-consistent unfolding of past events, or of plausible future events or pathways”. 
Such a deterministic, multivariate representation of climate information stands in stark 
contrast to traditional probabilistic representations, which are generally univariate and in 
the form of a best estimate together with a quantified uncertainty. Storylines thus respond 
to Stirling’s (2010) plea to “keep it complex” when the state of knowledge is most accu-
rately represented in a plural conditional rather than a single definitive form. It has been 
argued that physical climate storylines can provide a way to connect ‘global’, or general, 
climate information to ‘local’, or particular, contexts, and thus to bring meaning to those 
contexts (Shepherd and Sobel 2020). This is especially important because, as Sobel (2021) 
has argued, in the current state of knowledge, actionable climate science is adaptation sci-
ence, which is inherently local.

The potential for physical climate storylines to provide a vehicle for crossing discipli-
nary or social boundaries, which is essential to meaning-making, is already evident in their 
story-telling or narrative element. In the words of the historian Hayden White (1980),

…narrative might well be considered a solution to a problem of general human con-
cern, namely, the problem of how to translate knowing into telling, the problem of 
fashioning human experience into a form assimilable to structures of meaning that 
are generally human rather than culture-specific. We may not be able fully to com-
prehend specific thought patterns of another culture, but we have relatively less diffi-
culty understanding a story coming from another culture, however exotic that culture 
may appear to us. As Barthes2 says, “narrative … is translatable without fundamen-
tal damage” in a way that a lyric poem or a philosophical discourse is not.
This suggests that…narrative is a metacode, a human universal on the basis of which 
transcultural messages about the nature of a shared reality can be transmitted. Aris-
ing, as Barthes says, between our experience of the world and our efforts to describe 
that experience in language, narrative “ceaselessly substitutes meaning for the 
straightforward copy of the events recounted”.

Here we draw inspiration from White’s (and Barthes’) insight and examine the extent 
to which physical climate storylines can be aligned with narratives and other recognized 
vehicles for translation of knowledge between diverse communities, drawing on literature 
from the social sciences and humanities. Note that our focus here is on storylines as a form 
of climate information, to allow transdisciplinary, two-way translation of knowledge, rather 
than on how pre-existing climate information is communicated, which is a one-way process 
of translation and is itself the subject of a large literature (Corner et al. 2018). Moreover, 
although storylines are certainly relevant to co-development and co-production of climate 
information, the existence of identifiable partners introduces many other elements such as 
power relationships (Harvey et al. 2019), which deserve their own treatment. Thus, return-
ing to the quotation from Hayden White, we are particularly interested here in situations 
where those who will engage with climate information are unknown and may do so in the 
future. In other words, we focus here on how climate information can be packaged for 

1 https:// clima te. coper nicus. eu/ proto type- extre me- events- and- attri bution- servi ce
2 The reference is to Barthes R (1966) Introduction à l’analyse structurale des récits. Communications No. 
8.

https://climate.copernicus.eu/prototype-extreme-events-and-attribution-service
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travel. Our target audience is climate scientists with interdisciplinary interests and those 
working in the space between climate science and society. Our goal is to enrich the set of 
tools available to climate scientists for crossing disciplinary boundaries and thereby bring-
ing meaning to climate knowledge. It is decidedly not to shed any new light on the interdis-
ciplinary concepts we discuss, which are themselves the subject of considerable literature. 
A more nuanced unpacking of those concepts in the context of climate science would no 
doubt be possible, but our necessarily simplified treatment is sufficient to serve our pur-
poses here.

We start in Sect. 2 by making the concept of a physical climate storyline concrete, with 
a ‘case report’ of the collapse of an Arctic ecosystem from a storm surge event. This exam-
ple then serves as a point of reference for the subsequent analysis. In Sect. 3 we discuss the 
use of narrative within science—again, as a way of doing science, rather than merely com-
municating it—which is particularly well established in evolution and ecology. Section 4 
then moves to narrative more generally, including future narratives. We discuss Star and 
Griesemer’s (1989) concept of ‘boundary objects’ in Sect.  5 and Leonelli’s (2016) con-
cept of ‘data journeys’ in Sect.  6; both address the explicit goal of packaging scientific 
information for flexible use, so are particularly relevant for climate information. The paper 
concludes with a Discussion, where we return to the challenge of useable climate science.

2  A storyline of Arctic ecosystem collapse

We make the concept of a physical climate storyline concrete through the example of an 
extreme event, namely, the collapse of an Arctic ecosystem from a storm surge. Briefly, 
a freshwater ecosystem in the Mackenzie Delta in northern Canada was inundated with 
saltwater during a storm surge in 1999 (Pisaric et al. 2011). The satellite images (Fig. 1) 
show the widespread collapse of the ecosystem and its replacement by brackish species, an 
event the palaeoclimate data from lake sediments show was unprecedented in the histori-
cal record of over 1000 years (this was supported by another sample not shown in Fig. 1), 
which appeared to be irreversible. In their account of the event, Pisaric et al. (2011) dis-
cuss a number of potential causal factors, which are represented in Fig. 2. [Pisaric et al.’s 

Fig. 1  Collapse of an Arctic ecosystem in the Mackenzie Delta in northern Canada from a storm surge 
inundation in 1999. The two leftmost panels show LANDSAT images from space before and after the event, 
where green colours indicate freshwater species and red colours brackish species. The rightmost panel 
shows stratographic profiles from lake sediments at the site labelled DZO-29, going back 400 years, with 
again green and red indicating freshwater and brackish species, respectively. From Pisaric et al. (2011)
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analysis of the event is discussed in more detail from the storyline perspective in Lloyd and 
Shepherd (2020).]

The proximate cause of the saltwater inundation was the storm surge, which was linked 
to the longer open-water season in the Arctic because of the loss of sea ice from climate 
change (Overeem et al. 2011). This would have been exacerbated by rising sea level, also 
from climate change. A storm was of course necessary, and while storminess might have 
been affected by climate change, such a hypothesis is subject to considerable scientific 
uncertainty. Thus the storm can also be regarded as a chance event, from natural variability. 
Coastal retreat is a widespread consequence of rising sea level and could have been a con-
tributing factor but was ruled out in this particular case because of the details of the local 
situation. Similarly, the possible role of a high tide was excluded. The nature of the eco-
system was of course crucial: the freshwater ecosystem was vulnerable to saltwater inun-
dation, but a further such event would not have the same consequences, as the ecosystem 
changed irreversibly.

The description just given is a physical climate storyline in the sense used here, namely, 
a physically self-consistent unfolding of a past event, described in terms of causal elements. 
The description is not in any way probabilistic, nor did Pisaric et al. (2011) conduct any 
probabilistic analysis (e.g. in terms of return periods); their focus was on demonstrating 
that the event was unprecedented in the 1000-year-long historical record and was appar-
ently irreversible. Thus, it was treated as a singular event, with many of the causal factors 
regarded as contingent. Such a forensic approach to event attribution, which exemplifies 
the storyline approach, is prevalent in the ecological literature (Lloyd and Shepherd 2020).

3  Narrative in science

The importance of narrative in science has been a growing theme in recent years, so it 
is important to discuss this literature before moving on to narrative more generally. For 
the purpose of this particular discussion we can adopt the definition of Rosales (2017): 

Fig. 2  Causal network representing the extreme event in Fig. 1. The blue shading indicates elements whose 
causality lies in the weather and climate domain, the grey shading indicates those in the environment and 
ecosystems domain, and the orange shading indicates a combination of the two. Arrows indicate the direc-
tion of causal influence. From Lloyd and Shepherd (2020)
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“Narratives represent complex processes unfolding in time as a sequence of stages…[and] 
allow scientists to put together multiple causal influences in a single representation of a 
process”. Such a description, which clearly applies to the example in Sect. 2, is perhaps 
most readily aligned with natural history and evolution. Indeed, Gould (2002, p.1333) 
argued:

Natural historians have too often been apologetic, but most emphatically should not 
be in supporting a plurality of legitimately scientific modes, including a narrative 
or historical style that explicitly links the explanation of outcomes not only to spati-
otemporally invariant laws of nature, but also, if not primarily, to the specific contin-
gencies of antecedent states, which, if constituted differently, could not have gener-
ated the observed result.

The concept of causality is implicit here in the ‘what-if-things-had-been-different’ ques-
tion that is answered by the explanation of outcomes (Woodward 2003, p.221). This is 
what makes a narrative different from a mere chronicle of what occurred. Beatty (2017) 
argues that the embedding of narratives within such a counterfactual framing is what 
makes them causal. He illustrates this through branching diagrams, where future-determin-
ing outcomes occur in hinge points. These branching diagrams (which in decision theory 
are called ‘decision trees’, and have been applied to adaptive strategies for climate change 
(Lempert et al. 1996)) are readily aligned with the sort of causal network structure depicted 
in Fig. 2. Indeed, Fig. 3 depicts a branching diagram for the Arctic ecosystem example, 
focusing on the starting point (nature of ecosystem) and the hinge points (climate change 
and Arctic storms) and omitting both the mediating influences (open water season, storm 
surge, and saltwater inundation) and the incidental or irrelevant ones (tide, sea level, and 
coastal retreat).

Scientific narratives are essentially scientific hypotheses. However, the contingent 
nature of narrative explanations means that such hypotheses are not testable in the tradi-
tional scientific manner, through repeated experimentation, as can be done with spatiotem-
porally invariant laws of nature. For this reason narratives can all too easily be ‘just-so’ 
stories (Otto and Rosales 2020). Indeed, Gould had earlier warned “Often, evolutionists 
use consistency with natural selection as the sole criterion and consider their work done 
when they concoct a plausible story. But plausible stories can always be told.” (Gould 

B1

A

B2

O1

O2

O3

O4

Ecosystem

Climate change;
sea is ice-free

No climate change;
sea is ice-covered

No storm;
ecosystem survives

Storm;
ecosystem collapse

Storm;
ecosystem survives

No storm;
ecosystem survives

Fig. 3  Branching diagram for the example of Arctic ecosystem collapse depicted in Fig. 1. The system’s 
historical freshwater state is denoted by A. Two other elements from the causal network in Fig. 2 are repre-
sented: climate change and Arctic storms. The first moves the system into state B1 rather than state B2. The 
latter moves the system into either state O2 or O4, rather than state O1 or O3, depending on whether it is in 
state B1 or B2, respectively
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and Lewontin 1979, p.288, emphasis added). The remedy here is to also consider alterna-
tive explanations. To quote Jeffreys (1961, p.58): “We get no evidence for a hypothesis by 
merely working out its consequences and showing that they agree with some observations, 
because it may happen that a wide range of other hypotheses would agree with those obser-
vations equally well. To get evidence for it we must also examine its various contradicto-
ries and show that they do not fit the observations”. A sophisticated defence of narrative 
explanations from philosophy of science comes from Griesemer (1996, p.19), who points 
out: “The historical sciences derive their distinctive characteristic form not from the intrin-
sic nature of their subject matter, nor from pure narrative, but from theoretical coordina-
tion of both mechanism and narrative… first… identify the respectable theoretical activity 
associated with narrative construction and then… argue that this activity is not inimical to 
good mechanistic modeling and explanation.”

Otto and Rosales (2020) argue that in ecology and evolution, mathematical models are 
framed and interpreted within a narrative and that scientific debates tend to arise from the 
narratives rather than from the mathematics. They support their argument with a number of 
examples from ecology and evolution, but their insight clearly applies to any study of open 
systems where controlled experiments are not possible. In short, it applies to the natural 
world, including climate science, which is governed by an uneven patchwork of laws (Cart-
wright 1999). The notion that narratives provide the background knowledge within which 
observations can be interpreted through a mathematical model is very Bayesian (Shepherd 
2021). Just as data does not ‘speak for itself’, neither do mathematical models speak for 
themselves (Otto and Rosales 2020). Narrative is inevitable in science, whether or not it is 
made explicit.

The essential distinction between contingent, particular explanations and spatiotempo-
rally invariant laws of nature is highlighted by Forrester (1996), who asks whether there 
can be such a thing as a science of the individual case. This is reflected in his distinc-
tion between prototypes (single cases as exemplars of general principles) and categories 
(classes of events, or ‘populations’ to use the language of frequentist statistics). Storylines 
take the first of these two paths, and probabilistic approaches the second. Consistent 
with the first path, philosopher of science David Hull (1975, p.274) took an idiosyncratic 
approach very different from the logical positivist view (which is similar to today’s proba-
bilistic approach) dominant at the time:

In historical narratives, an event is not explained by subsuming it under a generaliza-
tion [as the logical positivists demand]. Instead it is explained by integrating it into 
an organized whole. . . The logic of the part-whole relation has been worked out in 
great detail. All that remains is for someone to set out the logical structure of integra-
tive explanations.

4  Climate storylines as narratives

The fact that narratives (now understood more generally, in the sense used in the earlier 
quotation from Hayden White) can convey meaning and survive translation between cul-
tures suggests they can be an effective vehicle for crossing disciplinary or epistemologi-
cal boundaries. It is not surprising that physical climate storylines can be considered as 
narratives; indeed sometimes the terms storylines and narratives are used interchangeably 
(Shepherd et al. 2018). We start by referring to the cognitive psychologist Jerome Brun-
er’s discussion of the four elements that in his view constitute a narrative (Bruner 1990, 
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p.77)—agentivity; sequential order; violation of canonicality; and a narrator’s perspective, 
or voice—and identify them in the Arctic ecosystem example discussed in Sect. 2.

Bruner defines ‘agentivity’ as “action directed toward goals controlled by agents”. How-
ever, such a requirement of intentional action, which implies an animate and conscious 
agent, seems unnecessarily restrictive, and we follow Cruse (1973) in allowing agents to be 
inanimate. Cruse’s example of an inanimate agent is the wind, which is entirely à propos; 
the novelist Amitav Ghosh (2016) has recently argued that in order to think about climate 
change, we need to recognize its narrative agentivity. The important thing is that the agent 
can be regarded as a causal factor in the narrative. The causal network shown in Fig. 2 thus 
provides a way of constructing a narrative of the event, where the agentivity is that from 
climate change acting together with a natural but chance event (the Arctic storm). For most 
extreme events there will also be agentivity in the local factors, but not so much in this case 
(coastal retreat and the nature of the ecosystem), as the ecosystem is not a managed one.

Bruner’s requirement of ‘sequential order’ is clear from the way the observed record of 
the event is represented in Fig. 1, as well as from the branching diagram in Fig. 3. Bruner’s 
‘voice’ is the ecosystem perspective, evocatively portrayed in the images in Fig. 1. And 
Bruner’s ‘violation of canonicality’ is something out of the ordinary, or ‘uncanny’ (Ghosh 
2016). A scientist would call it detecting signal from noise or statistical significance. An 
event with no precedent in the 1000-year-long historical record is certainly such an event. 
As Bruner (1990, p.47) states, narratives are “purpose-built for rendering the exceptional 
and the unusual into comprehensible form”.

Bruner (1990, p.44) also notes that a narrative “can be ‘real’ or ‘imaginary’ without 
loss of its power as a story”. That is a crucial concept for climate information, since the 
effect of climate change is understood as the difference between the real, factual world with 
climate change and an imaginary counterfactual world without climate change (see Fig. 3). 
That storylines can seamlessly connect the real and imaginary world is part of their power. 
Agentivity can be aligned with counterfactual thinking, since outcomes could have been 
different had the agentivity been different or expressed itself in different ways (see the dis-
played quotation from Gould in Sect. 3).

The concept of an imaginary world applies not only to a counterfactual unrealized past, 
but also, quite obviously, to possible futures. Hyvärinen (2016) suggests that Bruner’s defi-
nition of narrative is overly restrictive when it comes to narratives of the future, which may 
be more akin to painting a picture of a future world, without a temporal sequence and with 
no violations of canonicality within the narrative. He puts it thus: “Perhaps it would not be 
too far-fetched to talk about the domestication of the future”. (20) In this case it is, rather, 
the entire narrative that violates canonicality with respect to the present.

Narratives of the future are referred to as ‘scenarios’ in climate science and under-
pin the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessments. To be credible 
they must be plausible. The question is, who defines what is plausible? The established 
approach in the IPCC is the expert group consensus or ‘intuitive logics’ approach (Roun-
sevell and Metzger 2010), which has its origins in military and corporate strategy. How-
ever, this approach has been criticized as being prone to groupthink (Lloyd and Schweizer 
2014). It also tends to become disconnected from the agentivity that climate assessments 
are intended to inform—again, detaching knowledge from meaning. Thus, in environmen-
tal science more generally, most notably in the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform 
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), there is a growing movement towards 
more bottom-up approaches to scenario development based on positive visions for the rela-
tionship between humanity and nature.
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For example, Bennett et al. (2016) propose developing scenarios that build on current 
examples of good practice, what they call ‘Seeds of a good Anthropocene’. Such scenarios 
can be inspiring whilst still being grounded in reality. What they may lack in terms of 
overall self-consistency, compared to intuitive logics, is made up for by their more direct 
relation to agentivity. In that respect, they hew much more closely to Bruner’s concept 
of narrative than do the top-down, consensus-based scenarios, and can be more readily 
aligned with counterfactual thinking as represented in causal networks such as Fig. 2. Mak-
ing the agentivity explicit allows the role of imagination to be structured around values and 
to explore what happens when one value (e.g. climate action, social equity, biodiversity) 
dominates over the others (Wyborn et al. 2020).

Another criticism of consensus-based scenarios is that they are insufficiently dynamic 
and overly linear, based on extrapolating current trends. Merrie et al. (2018) propose the 
use of ‘science fiction prototyping’ to overcome this rigidity, applied to ocean futures. Sci-
ence fiction prototypes are “short works of fiction, grounded in scientific fact and crafted 
for the purpose of starting a conversation about the implications, effects, or ramifications of 
technology and the future” (Burnam-Fink 2015, p.49). The narrative development involves 
inflection points, both human and natural, which correspond to the hinge points discussed 
in Sect. 3 and allow both contingency and agentivity to enter in a dynamic manner.

5  Climate storylines as boundary objects

Sociologist Susan Leigh Star and philosopher James Griesemer (Star and Griesemer 1989) 
introduced the notion of ‘boundary objects’ into the literature of how science works, spe-
cifically in understanding how different branches of the scientific community (in their 
terms, different ‘social worlds’) communicate with each other in cooperative projects that 
involve multiple disciplines. The attribution of climate change to extreme events and the 
resulting requirements for mitigation, adaptation, and litigation are examples of such coop-
erative projects involving different social worlds (Burger et al. 2020; Lloyd and Shepherd 
2020, 2021).

The notion of the boundary object is meant to answer part of the problem of “common 
representation in diverse intersecting social worlds”. (388) Star and Griesemer begin by 
noting that “consensus is not necessary for cooperation nor for the successful conduct of 
work”. (388) Boundary objects are an

analytic concept of those scientific objects which both inhabit several intersect-
ing social worlds…and satisfy the informational requirements of each of them. 
Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs 
and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to 
maintain a common identity across sites…These objects may be abstract or con-
crete. They have different meanings in different social worlds but their structure is 
common enough to more than one world to make them recognizable, a means of 
translation. The creation and management of boundary objects is a key process in 
developing and maintaining coherence across intersecting social worlds.

As Star and Griesemer suggest, when the worlds of the various workers involved 
in knowledge production come into contact, a difficulty arises: “The creation of new 
scientific knowledge depends on communication as well as on creating new findings…
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But because these new objects and methods mean different things in different worlds 
[disciplines], actors are faced with the task of reconciling these meanings if they wish 
to cooperate…Scientists and other actors contributing to science translate, negotiate, 
debate, triangulate and simplify in order to work together”. (388–389)

Unpacking this idea, we can see how physical climate storylines serve as boundary 
objects. In the Arctic ecosystem example discussed in Sect. 2, storylines provide a bridge 
between the conditional, forensic approach to scientific evidence that is normative in the 
ecosystem community (Lloyd and Shepherd 2020), and the statistical approach that is nor-
mative in the climate science community (Shepherd 2019). This bridge is exemplified by 
the ability to map back and forth between branching diagrams and causal networks, respec-
tively (see Sect. 3). In particular, for Pisaric et al. (2011), the focus of the data analysis was 
on the singularity of the event relative to the palaeoclimate record, rather than its statistical 
significance or representativeness within the wider context of climate change. On the other 
hand, this wider context (e.g. from IPCC assessment reports) can be brought into the pic-
ture for the causal interpretation, e.g. the observed lengthening of the open-water season in 
the coastal Arctic, which is an accepted consequence of climate change, being a necessary 
condition for a storm to lead to a storm surge. Pisaric et al. (2011) also refer to traditional 
knowledge of local indigenous people which suggests an increase in storm surges along 
this Arctic coastline. This, too, can be readily incorporated, and made sense of, within a 
storyline context. Each of these points illustrates how storylines can serve as boundary 
objects between different knowledge communities. Further discussion along these lines is 
provided in Sect. 7.

As Star and Griesemer note, the intersections of diverse scientific communities and 
norms “place particular demands on representations…[because they have] to satisfy more 
than one set of concerns”. (412) These problems posed by conflicting views can be man-
aged “via the use of versatile, plastic, reconfigurable…objects that each world can mould 
to its purposes locally”, a description which applies well to climate storylines. For exam-
ple, Pisaric et al. (2011) mention both sea-level rise and an increase in storminess as conse-
quences of climate change that are relevant to events like the one they describe. However, 
our own analysis of their study suggests that sea-level rise was not particularly relevant in 
this case, and we regard the claim of increasing Arctic storminess from climate change to 
be contestable. However, we can reconfigure their storyline into a simpler one that we are 
willing to defend, without re-doing the analysis. This illustrates the plasticity of storylines.

In addition, Star and Griesemer emphasize that “each participating world can abstract 
or simplify the [boundary] object to suit its demands; that is, ‘extraneous’ properties can 
be deleted or ignored”. (412) The causal networks that underlie storylines are similarly 
adjustable to different perspectives and interests, by expanding or simplifying particular 
aspects of the network. For example, Young et al. (2021) applied a storyline approach to 
quantify climate effects on food security and household economy at a very local scale in 
a particular region of Namibia. Simplifying the regional climate information by making it 
contingent rather than predictive allowed the description of the impact on livelihoods to be 
expanded and deepened using local, trusted knowledge, leading to a meaningful quantifica-
tion in terms of household income and per-person calorie intake, stratified by wealth group.

In any case, “navigating in more than one world is a non-trivial mapping exercise”. 
Epistemic objects such as storylines ultimately form “a common boundary between worlds 
by inhabiting them both simultaneously”. (413) The production and distribution of sto-
rylines in the social, physical, scientific and public contexts can arise from agreements 
about methods, through which distinct disciplines “establish protocols which go beyond 
mere trading across unjoined world boundaries. They begin to devise a common coin 
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which makes possible new kinds of joint endeavour”. (413) In this way, storylines can be 
thought of as boundary objects for the practice of useable and meaningful applications of 
climate knowledge.

6  Climate storylines as data journeys

Philosopher Sabina Leonelli (2016) has proposed a framework for understanding how data, 
especially ‘big data’, are used in pathways between disciplines, administrative contexts, 
and users. Leonelli describes ‘data-centric sciences’ as those that prioritize the produc-
tion and dissemination of data in order to enhance data’s evidentiary value. This eviden-
tiary value is enormously augmented by ‘data journeys’, which are “the material, social, 
and institutional circumstances by which data are packaged and transported across research 
situations, so as to function as evidence for a variety of knowledge claims”. (5) Such re-
use of the data in a different setting involves a process of de-contextualization followed by 
a re-contextualization, for which she emphasizes the “key roles played by embodied and 
theoretical knowledge in making data reusable across research contexts” (196). This relates 
back to Otto and Rosales’s (2020) argument about the role of narrative in contextualizing 
mathematical models and observations (see Sect. 3).

Leonelli studies this added value in the biological field of model organism research, 
where model organisms (e.g. fruit flies or mice) are used to study a wide range of biologi-
cal phenomena, not for their own sake but because of their implications for humans. We 
find that her framework is useful in any science that uses a great deal of data; one of us 
(Lloyd et al. 2021b) has applied it to climate modelling and its related activities in attribu-
tion. Leonelli traces the paths that data ‘travel’ from their site of production to many real-
world and scientific applications (see, e.g., Howlett and Morgan 2011; Leonelli 2016). This 
is highly topical in the context of climate science, with the increasing focus on data portals 
intended to serve a diverse and partly unknown community (Leonelli and Tempini 2020). 
In the Arctic ecosystem example considered in Sect.  2, climate modelling data, climate 
measurement data, and ecological data are all involved in evidencing the causal chain from 
climate change to the storm surge and the subsequent ecological changes, despite being 
produced in different ways and according to different standards. Yet those data are able to 
‘travel’ across disciplinary boundaries (e.g. between consensus climate science as repre-
sented in the IPCC reports and palaeoclimate field data) to provide the overall storyline of 
the event. It is the storyline framework that allows the very different sources of data, with 
their various strengths and limitations, to consolidate and thus be able to offer the narrative 
of the event described in Sect. 2.

This concept of data ‘travel’ actually acquires a mathematical expression in causal net-
works such as that in Fig. 2. That is because causal networks are built on a Bayesian prob-
ability structure, where new information on any network element has immediate implica-
tions for other network elements, with the information flow occurring both upstream and 
downstream with respect to the direction of causal influence (Lindley 2014). For example, 
whilst the open water was a precondition for a storm surge in our Arctic ecosystem exam-
ple, the saltwater inundation implied open water. In this way, Leonelli’s concept of ‘travel’ 
can take on a mathematical meaning of information transfer. It is precisely the conditional 
(or contingent) representation of the data provided by its storyline that allows the pack-
aging of the data and its subsequent travel, through the logic of causal reasoning (Shep-
herd 2019). Importantly, Bayesian networks allow the inclusion of any data whatsoever, 
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qualitative or quantitative, so long as it can be represented categorically. They thus provide 
a way to combine traditional and quantitative climate information within an overarching 
narrative.

An important part of Leonelli’s view involves data ‘packaging’ in preparation for its 
travel across disciplines and contexts. The ecosystem data displayed in Fig.  1 are not 
merely images of ecosystem change, such as a photograph of a wildfire; they are data, 
which are packaged in terms of system state and chronology, ready for travel. The incorpo-
ration of field data as a documentation of the event in a tangible way, and its journey into 
an object of climate significance—thereby making climate change ‘visible’ (Rudiak-Gould 
2013)—is thus made possible by the storyline. Similarly, emphasizing the role of climate 
modelling evidence in establishing the anthropogenic nature of Arctic sea  ice melt helps 
package the modelling data for informative, greater travel outside the modelling commu-
nity to this ecological case study, or to other biological or social contexts of application. 
For example, Pisaric et al. (2011) discuss the implications of the event they study for other 
Arctic coastal communities, for which the particularities of the situation may be differ-
ent but the same causal agents are relevant. The success of the modelling and attribution 
databases has both social and epistemic consequences, as they become standard tools for 
applications to ecological contexts, easing this journey between climate model and the sci-
entific locale of ecological catastrophe (see Lloyd and Shepherd 2020; Lloyd et al. 2021b). 
Particular kinds of climate data, such as that from regional climate models, may become 
preferred in the study of ecological catastrophes and add value to the storylines they appear 
in as evidence (Lloyd et al. 2021a).

7  Discussion

We motivated this article by the striking gap between the production and use of climate 
information, and argued that part of the problem lies in the way that climate information 
is generally produced, which detaches knowledge from meaning (Jasanoff 2010). Thus our 
focus here has been on demonstrating how physical climate storylines can reattach mean-
ing to climate information. Yet this is only part of the problem. Along with the criticism of 
probabilistic and generalized approaches to knowledge production discussed in the Intro-
duction, there has been a growing criticism of the implicit assumption that the impedi-
ment to action is insufficient knowledge, and a recognition that what is needed is a better 
relationship between scientists and publics (Cook and Overpeck 2019; Coen 2021). For 
example, a new portal for community science (including a journal that will publish case 
studies) has recently been launched (Fiser et al. 2021). More generally, Kopp (2021) argues 
that making (climate) science useable requires “a more robust relationship between scien-
tific research and on-the-ground action, strong networks sharing local lessons globally, and 
channels for injecting global, long-term perspectives into the noise of short-termism”. (He 
also argues that the US land-grant universities, at their best, provide a potential model for 
this.) Our premise is that more meaningful ways of representing climate information can 
help facilitate these goals, by opening the door to transdisciplinary, two-way translation of 
knowledge.

It is beyond the scope of this article to address the useability question directly, but we 
give a few examples of how some of the features of storyline approaches have been effec-
tive in bridging between scientists and publics (i.e. not just other academics) in the North 
American Arctic. Bronen et al. (2020) emphasize the importance of engaging indigenous 
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knowledge-holders in the design of information systems to monitor and assess environ-
mental change, e.g. in identifying the most relevant causal factors for an impactful storm 
surge (which draws on lifelong experiences of residents), so as to accurately capture a par-
ticular community’s vulnerability. Bennett and Lantz (2014) illustrate, for the Mackenzie 
Delta, how participatory photomapping can document, contextualize, and share indigenous 
observations of environmental conditions. Buzard et  al. (2021) develop narrative-based 
indigenous-sourced methods for assessing severity of coastal flooding events for various 
locations in Alaska, using written histories from the community members and objects in 
the communities to infer flood heights and thereby fill gaps in the instrumental record of 
flooding for specific locations. These examples illustrate the incorporation of indigenous 
knowledge within a wider knowledge base, and the use of imagery for story-telling, both of 
which we have touched on in our earlier discussion.

To summarize, the challenge of producing useable climate science involves the crossing 
of disciplinary boundaries and social groups, each with their own ways of meaning-mak-
ing. The challenge becomes particularly acute when the users of climate information are 
not even known, so that customized tailoring (as goes on in the process of co-development) 
is not possible. This is where the concepts of narratives, boundary objects, and data jour-
neys become especially powerful. Yet the concepts are clearly also relevant within well-
defined use cases, where there are still very significant challenges in the construction of 
useable climate science.

Narratives are a means of sense-making which is translatable between different cultures. 
Boundary objects are a means of communication across disciplinary boundaries or between 
different social groups. Data journeys (following appropriate packaging of the data) are a 
means of allowing data to travel outside their immediate disciplinary context. Climate sto-
rylines encapsulate all three concepts, as we have demonstrated in our discussion above. 
The philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn (2012) emphasized the importance of ‘pidgin 
languages’ for effective interdisciplinary collaboration. (Kuhn was discussing the collabo-
ration between different scientific disciplines, but the point is clearly more general, and we 
intend the term in a broader sense here.) Pidgin languages are simplified representations of 
more complex concepts which will have different meanings in different disciplines, but any 
simplified language still needs to be precise enough to avoid misunderstanding and serve 
as an effective communication device. As such, pidgin includes a rich gestural vocabulary 
complementing any spoken words, just as scientific communication incorporates visual 
representations such as figures, charts, or videos to enrich and convey meaning. We would 
thus argue that physical climate storylines, in their various guises, can serve as a pidgin 
language in the dialogue between climate scientists and the wider society.

Importantly, climate storylines are not simply stories; for example, the underlying 
causal network structure (as in Fig. 2) is what allows the consideration of alternative expla-
nations and plausible counterfactuals (which is needed to avoid over-confidence in any par-
ticular explanation) and the data journeys. They thus provide an important vehicle for the 
construction of meaningful, and thereby useable, climate information—what Geertz (1973) 
called a ‘thick description’, prioritizing depth and particularity over breadth and generality, 
where “theory is used … to ferret out the unapparent import of things” (320)—crossing 
between social- and physical-science applications, creating pictures, and bringing all par-
ticipants into the conversation.
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